New Products for 2015

Save Time, Save Money
Boost Productivity

Manufacturing & Healthcare

End User Benefits
• Increase productivity, find parts faster
• Reduce inventory and picking errors
• Minimize or eliminate stockouts
• Cleaner supply areas

End User & OSSC Benefits
• Put away parts faster
• Take inventory counts quicker
• Optimize storage space
• Eliminate stocking errors

Universal Hanging Bin
• Flat-side hanging lip keeps bin level when hanging
• Sloped-side hanging lip lets bin hang at an angle for maximum visibility and part access
• Rear hanglock allows bin to tilt out on steel or wire shelving units
• Bin widths are sized to maximize storage space on standard width steel and wire shelving units

Dividers & Lids for Universal Bins
• Dividers provide additional storage options
• Lids can attach from either end of the bin

Plastic Shelf Divider
• Designed to work with steel shelving, wire shelving and most cabinet shelves
• Vertical dividers neatly separate hard-to-organize and oddly shaped items

Dividers & Lids for Universal Bins

Crystal Clear Lids available for all sizes. Additional sizes available

Universal Hanging Bin

Hangs flat.

Hangs sloped to maximize visibility and keep parts at front of bin.

Dividers & Lids for Universal Bins

• Dividers provide additional storage options
• Lids can attach from either end of the bin

Plastic Shelf Divider

• Designed to work with steel shelving, wire shelving and most cabinet shelves
• Vertical dividers neatly separate hard-to-organize and oddly shaped items

Grainger
Model No. Model No. Description
36MX87 36110BLUE Universal Bin 11-1/2" x 4-1/8" x 4-1/2"
36MX32 36120RED Universal Bin 11-1/2" x 6-5/8" x 4-1/2"
36MY96 36130SCLAR Universal Bin 11-1/2" x 8-1/4" x 4-1/2"
36MY92 36140YELLO Universal Bin 11-1/2" x 11" x 4-1/2"
36MY04 36230BL Universal Bin 17-1/2" x 6-5/8" x 6-1/2"
36MY08 36230BL Universal Bin 17-1/2" x 8-1/4" x 6-1/2"
36MY13 36240RED Universal Bin 17-1/2" x 11-1/4" x 6-1/2"

Crystal Clear Lids available for all sizes. Additional sizes available

Grainger
Model No. Model No. Description
36JE84 45612 12" Plastic Shelf Divider 6 pk
36JE85 45618 18" Plastic Shelf Divider 6 pk
36JE86 45624 24" Plastic Shelf Divider 6 pk

Save Time, Save Money
Boost Productivity
Indicator® Bins
- Two-tone inventory control bin
- Bright red trigger color shows low stock levels
- Low-cost alternative to high-end inventory control systems

TiltView® Stack Cart
- Carts made of 16-gauge powder-coated steel
- Handles located at each cart end for transport convenience
- Fully assembled cart is double-sided and includes 32 individual TiltView compartments
- Quiet, 3" non-marking thermo-plastic rubber swivel casters with total lock brakes

Attached Lid Containers
- Reusable shipping, distribution, order picking and storage containers
- Containers stack on closed lids and nest in open lids
- Textured bottoms provide a sure grip on conveyor belts

Wire Shelving Starter Units
- Complete shelving kits with uprights and shelves.
- Starter Units come with 4 shelves, 4 posts and 8 S-Hooks
- Open wire design minimizes dust accumulation and improves visibility
- Posts include leveling feet

Bulk Containers
- Store large, heavy equipment
- Returnable and reusable to save cost vs. corrugated or wood containers.
- Protect parts during shipment
- Stackable to save space on the production floor

Clear Dividers for AkroBins®
- Fewer shadows make parts easier to find
- Create multiple compartments within a single bin
- Quick part and stock level identification

Benchtop Spinner Rack
- Tabletop storage space in a compact 18” footprint
- 4 roller bearings allow for smooth revolving on base
- Can be permanently mounted to any work surface for added stability

Kanban Extended Label Holder
- Orange Kanban flag slides out to indicate bin needs refilled
- Converts bins into a single-bin Kanban system
- Works with Shelf Bins and AkroBins

Angle•Vu® Label Holders for Wire Shelving
- Adjustable – allows the label face to be pointed upward on low shelves and downward on high shelves
- Perfect for 1:1 labeling used in 5S Lean initiatives

For more information contact your local Grainger Representative or visit Grainger.com.